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Controlling thermal expansion within mixed
cocrystals by tuning molecular motion capability†
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Controlling thermal expansion (TE) behaviors of organic materials is challenging because several
mechanisms can govern TE, such as noncovalent interaction strength and structural motions. Here, we
report the ﬁrst demonstration of tuning TE within organic solids by using a mixed cocrystal approach.
The mixed cocrystals contain three unique molecules, two of which are present in variable ratios. These
two molecules either lack or exhibit the ability to undergo molecular motion in the solid state.
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Incorporation of higher ratios of motion-capable molecules results in larger, positive TE along the
motion direction. Addition of a motion-incapable molecule aﬀords solids that undergo less TE. Fine-
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tuned TE behavior was attained by systematically controlling the ratio of motion-capable and -incapable
molecules in each solid.

Introduction
Thermal expansion (TE) is the response of a material to changes
in temperature. TE is classied as either positive, negative, or
zero, and can occur along an axis or volumetrically.1 Positive TE
(PTE) is the most common behavior in materials2,3 and involves
an increase in size upon heating. Alternatively, negative TE
(NTE) is rarer4–6 and corresponds to a decrease in size upon
heating. Lastly, near-zero or zero TE materials are quite rare7–9
and are characterized by minimal to no change in response to
temperature.
TE behaviours for inorganic materials like concrete, glass,
and metal-based solids are relatively well understood.10 In
general, inorganic solids are typically held together in all three
dimensions through covalent or well-dened metal–organic
coordination bonds. The response of these bonds to temperature is oen predictable due to the dened nature of the
network and strength of bonds holding the solid together,
although anomalous TE behaviours have been reported.11–13 On
the other hand, designing and controlling TE behaviours for
purely organic molecular materials remains challenging.14–17
Organic solids are sustained by noncovalent interactions and

controlling these forces in each crystallographic dimension is
not trivial. For molecular solids, the strength of the interactions
holding the solid together is one key factor that aﬀects TE
behavior.18,19
Many recent studies have demonstrated that organic molecules are capable of motion in the crystalline state including
rotation,20–22 ipping,23 and isomerization.24 These studies
motivated us to investigate organic molecules functionalized
with groups capable of undergoing molecular motion in the
solid state and determine if such motion impacts TE. We have
demonstrated molecular pedal motion, which resembles the
motion of pedaling a bicycle,25 gives rise to large PTE that occurs
along the direction where motion happens26,27 (Scheme 1).
Importantly, motion occurrence is quantiable through
variable-temperature X-ray diﬀraction experiments.
Cocrystallization, incorporation of at least two unique
compounds into a single-phase solid, oﬀers the opportunity to
modify solid-state structures and achieve desirable properties.28,29 The properties of the cocrystal typically diﬀer from the
individual components. Most cocrystals contain two
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Scheme 1 Molecular pedal motion aﬀords large PTE. Bipyridine
derivative shown above. The motion group and rings are both disordered in the X-ray structures.
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Scheme 2

Comparison of traditional and mixed cocrystals.

components (Scheme 2), although higher order cocrystals have
recently been synthesized.30 The bulk properties of cocrystals
such as solubility,31 reactivity,32 mechanical,33,34 thermal,35 or
optical36 are oen modied by systematically changing one of
the components.
Mixed cocrystals (i.e. cocrystal solid solutions) are crystalline
solids wherein the structural function of one conformational
isomer is taken up by two or more molecules present in a variable ratio37,38 (Scheme 2). The ability to synthesize mixed cocrystals is achieved by using similarly shaped molecules that can
readily replace each other at equivalent crystallographic positions. The eld of traditional cocrystals has seen signicant
growth in the past two decades; however, mixed cocrystals
remain underdeveloped. Mixed cocrystals could provide a novel
strategy for systematically tuning TE behavior of organic solids
in a modular fashion. Rather than changing one component of
the material entirely, multiple components are incorporated
and each component lends a unique property to the material.
The approach is similar to using multiple ligands in a metal–
organic framework4 that impart diﬀerent functions.
Specically, we sought to synthesize mixed cocrystals
featuring components that can or cannot undergo pedal
motion, which would aﬀord larger or smaller TE, respectively,
as a function of pedal motion ability. Moreover, controlling the
ratio of each component allows the TE of the material to be netuned. Azo (N]N) and ethylene (C]C) groups are capable of
pedal motion,39 while acetylene (C^C) groups are not. Recently,

Scheme 3
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we demonstrated that bipyridines 4,40 -azopyridine (AP) and
trans-1,2-bis(4-pyridyl)ethylene (BPE) undergo molecular pedal
motion in hydrogen-bonded cocrystals with resorcinol (res),
while 1,2-bis(4-pyridyl)acetylene (BPA) is motion incapable.26
Importantly, AP and BPE do not undergo pedal motion as
single-component solids.40,41 In the cocrystals with res, AP
underwent pedal motion over the entire temperature range, BPE
experienced motion, but became ordered at 210 K, and BPA
acted as a control. Cocrystals containing AP experienced the
largest PTE, and cocrystals containing BPA experienced the least
TE along the motion direction.26
Here, we describe the rst use of mixed cocrystals as a platform for controlling and tuning TE behavior in organic materials. We synthesized a series of mixed cocrystals based on res
and a mixture of hydrogen-bond acceptors, AP, BPE, or BPA
(Scheme 3). A total of nine mixed cocrystals were synthesized,
namely,
res$(AP)x$(BPA)y,
res$(BPE)x$(BPA)y,
and
res$(AP)x$(BPE)y, using three diﬀerent ratios for each system (x
+ y ¼ 1) to investigate and control the impact each component
has on the overall TE behavior of the material. We demonstrate
TE along the direction of pedal motion can be ne-tuned by
controlling the amount of motion-capable (AP or BPE) or
motion-incapable (BPA) molecules in the mixed cocrystal
because motion aﬀords larger PTE.

Experimental section
The nine mixed cocrystals were synthesized by incorporating
two bipyridines and res. The molar ratio between res and the
total of the two bipyridines was kept at a 1 : 1 ratio. The bipyridine in each mixed cocrystal was incorporated at three diﬀerent
percentages, 25%, 50%, or 75% and the total amount of the two
bipyridine components sums to 100%. The nine cocrystals are,
res$(AP)0.75$(BPA)0.25,
res$(AP)0.50$(BPA)0.50,
res$(AP)0.25$(BPA)0.75,
res$(BPE)0.75$(BPA)0.25,
res$(BPE)0.50$(BPA)0.50,
res$(BPE)0.25$(BPA)0.75,
res$(AP)0.75$(BPE)0.25,
res$(AP)0.50$(BPE)0.50, and res$(AP)0.25$(BPE)0.75. Each mixed cocrystal was

Components and synthesis of mixed cocrystals.
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the solvent for res, BPE, and AP and toluene was required for
BPA. Crystals suitable for single-crystal X-ray diﬀraction formed
within three days. For each mixed cocrystal, six full crystallographic data sets were collected on the same crystal at 290, 270,
250, 230, 210 and 190 K (Tables S1–S18†) to quantify the
molecular pedal motion and calculate the TE parameters. There
are 54 unique X-ray data sets in total. 1H NMR spectroscopy was
used to quantify the percentages of each component in the
crystalline solids. Single crystals were removed from each vial
for analysis before all the solvent evaporated (Fig. S10–S18†).

Results and discussion

Fig. 1 Representative hydrogen-bonded assemblies highlighting the
three unique components of the bipyridine portion within: (a)
res$(AP)x$(BPA)y, (b) res$(BPE)x$(BPA)y, (c) res$(AP)x$(BPE)y. Hydrogen
bonds shown with yellow dashed lines. Ring disorder was omitted for
clarity.

synthesized by dissolving all three components individually; the
resulting solutions were combined into one vial and allowed to
evaporate slowly. For each mixed cocrystal, ethanol was used as

Single-crystal X-ray analyses revealed all nine mixed cocrystals
 and
crystallized in the centrosymmetric, triclinic space group P1
are isostructural. The asymmetric unit of each mixed cocrystal
contains one res and one bipyridine-based molecule. The
bipyridine site is occupied by two diﬀerent acceptors (with AP
and BPE being disordered at various temperatures). The two
bipyridines in each mixed cocrystal were successfully modelled,
and the abundance of each bridge group was determined by
a free variable renement. All site occupancies of the
bipyridine-based molecules were rened to a total sum of one
with SIMU, RIGU, and DFIX restraints and constraints applied
to maintain reasonable ADP values and bond lengths. Akin to
the traditional two-component cocrystals,26,42 each mixed cocrystal is dominated by discrete four-component assemblies held
together by four O–H/N hydrogen bonds (Fig. 1 and Table
S23†).
In addition to the two main sites for the two unique bipyridines in each mixed cocrystal, AP and BPE are also capable of
molecular pedal motion. Thus, in many of the mixed cocrystals,
there are three sites for the bipyridine portion: the major site of
the motion-capable molecule, the minor site of the motioncapable molecule, and the site of the second component
(Fig. 1). For motion-capable molecules, the summation of the
major and minor sites is equal to the total percentage of that
molecule within the mixed cocrystal. The composition of each
mixed cocrystal at 290 K based on synthetic feed, X-ray
diﬀraction, and 1H NMR spectroscopy is outlined in Table 1.

Table 1 Percentages of each bipyridine in the mixed cocrystals based on synthetic feed, single-crystal X-ray diﬀraction, and 1H NMR
spectroscopy

Ratio determined by single-crystal X-ray diﬀraction at 290 K

Mixed cocrystal

Theoretical ratio
from synthetic feed

First component (major/minor site)

First component
(total occupancy)

Second component

Ratio determined
by 1H NMR

res$(AP)0.75$(BPA)0.25
res$(AP)0.50$(BPA)0.50
res$(AP)0.25$(BPA)0.75
res$(BPE)0.75$(BPA)0.25
res$(BPE)0.50$(BPA)0.50
res$(BPE)0.25$(BPA)0.75
res$(AP)0.75$(BPE)0.25
res$(AP)0.50$(BPE)0.50
res$(AP)0.25$(BPE)0.75

75 : 25
50 : 50
25 : 75
75 : 25
50 : 50
25 : 75
75 : 25
50 : 50
25 : 75

61/15
45/10
29/5
66/9
43/8
30/0
64/13
37/11
14/9

76
55
34
75
51
30
77
48
23

24
45
66
25
49
70
23
52
77

73 : 27
47 : 53
21 : 79
80 : 20
50 : 50
28 : 72
74 : 26
47 : 53
22 : 78
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All results demonstrate good agreement with the theoretical
ratios.
To determine if the motion-capable molecule in each mixed
cocrystal is undergoing pedal motion, the site occupancies at
each temperature are quantied and compared (Tables S19–
S21†). If the site occupancies change as a function of temperature, the molecule is undergoing dynamic pedal motion. If the
numbers remain nearly constant or there is no disorder, then
pedal motion is not occurring. Furthermore, if there is only one
site, i.e. the minor site is equal to 0%, pedal motion is either not
occurring or has ceased (Fig. 2).
In the original two-component cocrystals over the temperature range of 290–190 K, AP underwent pedal motion over the
whole range and BPE became ordered at 210 K.26 In the mixed
cocrystals res$(AP)x$(BPA)y, AP undergoes dynamic pedal
motion in all three systems (Fig. 2a). When AP is present in the
lowest percentage (25%) the amount of pedal motion is lower as

Edge Article
the minor site occupancies range from 1–5%. On the other
hand, for the res$(BPE)x$(BPA)y mixed cocrystals, BPE only
undergoes pedal motion when it is present at high percentages
(75 and 50%, Fig. 2b). When BPE is present at 50%, the olen
becomes fully ordered at 210 K, and motion ceases. When BPE
is present at only 25%, pedal motion was not detectable in the
solid. Lastly, in the res$(AP)x$(BPE)y mixed cocrystals, only the
AP component was modelled as undergoing pedal motion. The
electron density for the minor component of AP was clearly
apparent at 290 K. It is possible that the BPE component is
undergoing pedal motion as well, and the minor site of BPE
would overlap with the major site of AP. The AP component
undergoes pedal motion over the entire range, similar to when
it is in mixed cocrystals with BPA (Fig. 2c).
The extended crystal packing of all nine mixed cocrystals are
also isostructural and correlate with the pure two-component
cocrystals. The discrete four-component hydrogen-bonded
assemblies stack slightly oﬀset along the a-axis, and the pyridine rings of one assembly lie over a neighbouring assembly's
bridge group (Fig. 3a). The stacked assemblies pack into oﬀset
layers extending along the b-axis (Fig. 3b). The layers interact
through C–H(pyridine)/O and C–H(pyridine)/p(res) forces.
To investigate the impact of multiple components and
molecular pedal motion on the TE behaviours, PASCal43 was
used to calculate the directions of the principal axes and linear
TE coeﬃcients for res$(AP)x$(BPA)y, res$(BPE)x$(BPA)y, and
res$(AP)x$(BPE)y over the temperature range of 290 to 190 K
using the unit cell parameters (Fig. S1–S9†). The values ranged
from slight NTE to ‘colossal’44 PTE (Table 2).
The least expansion occurs along the X1 axis, which coincides with the strongest noncovalent interactions, the O–H/N
hydrogen bonds (Fig. 3a and Table S23†). In organic solids
sustained by noncovalent bonds, the strongest forces are

Representative (a) stacking and (b) layering of discrete
hydrogen-bonded assemblies. Mixed cocrystal res$(AP)x$(BPA)y is
shown as an example. Hydrogen bonds shown with yellow dashed
lines. Ring disorder omitted for clarity. Directions of the principal axes
shown with green arrows.
Fig. 3

Change in the minor site occupancies of the motion-capable
group as a function of temperature for: (a) res$(AP)x$(BPA)y, (b)
res$(BPE)x$(BPA)y, and (c) res$(AP)x$(BPE)y.
Fig. 2
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TE coeﬃcients for mixed cocrystals. Errors are denoted in parentheses and approximate crystallographic axes are denoted in brackets

Mixed cocrystal

aX1 (MK1) [axis]

aX2 (MK1) [axis]

aX3 (MK1) [axis]

aV (MK1)

res$(AP)0.75$(BPA)0.25
res$(AP)0.50$(BPA)0.50
res$(AP)0.25$(BPA)0.75
res$(BPE)0.75$(BPA)0.25
res$(BPE)0.50$(BPA)0.50
res$(BPE)0.25$(BPA)0.75
res$(AP)0.75$(BPE)0.25
res$(AP)0.50$(BPE)0.50
res$(AP)0.25$(BPE)0.75

20 (1) [1 5 4]
13 (1) [1 4 4]
9 (1) [0 1 1]
14 (1) [1 3 3]
11 (1) [1 3 3]
9 (1) [1 4 5]
10 (1) [1 3 3]
12 (1) [1 3 4]
13 (1) [1 2 2]

84 (2) [1 2 2]
82 (1) [1 6 4]
77 (1) [0 3 2]
70 (1) [0 3 2]
71 (1) [1 8 5]
70 (1) [0 4 3]
82 (1) [1 4 3]
79 (1) [0 2 1]
77 (1) [0 2 1]

140 (2) [3 1 0]
112 (2) [5 1 1]
110 (1) [4 1 1]
131 (3) [6 2 1]
123 (2) [6 2 1]
114 (1) [6 2 1]
136 (5) [3 1 0]
132 (2) [6 2 1]
127 (3) [4 1 0]

205
183
179
188
183
177
210
200
192

typically least aﬀected by temperature.18,19 In each case, X1 was
determined to be slightly negative, ranging from 9 to 20
MK1. All nine mixed cocrystals exhibit similar TE coeﬃcients
along X1, which was expected because changing the bridge
group does not drastically aﬀect the hydrogen bonds lying along
X1. In the mixed cocrystals, the O–H/N separations (between
res and the major sites) increase slightly upon heating or
decrease slightly upon heating by ca. 0.01 Å from 190–290 K
(Table S23†). Thus, the net change in each case is minimal. The
C–H(b)/O interactions between layers also contribute slightly
to the expansion along X1, and the distances increase by 0.04 Å
upon heating each mixed cocrystal. The slightly negative TE for
all the mixed cocrystals is due to a small decrease in the
distance between res molecules within an assembly, within
a layer, and between layers upon heating.
All nine mixed cocrystals undergo moderate PTE along the X2
axis, and the direction encompasses the interactions between
layers of the hydrogen-bonded assemblies (Fig. 3b). The interactions include C–H(pyridine)/O and C–H(pyridine)/p(res).
The TE coeﬃcients along X2 range from 70 to 84 MK1, and are
similar within a series of mixed cocrystals and between all nine
mixed cocrystals. Thus, the bridge group does not signicantly
inuence the expansion along the X2 direction. The C–H(pyridine)/O hydrogen bond distances increase upon heating for all
mixed cocrystals by ca. 0.04–0.05 Å on average (Table S24†). The
C–H(pyridine)/p(res) interactions increase by ca. 0.04 Å on
average for res$(AP)x$(BPA)y and res$(AP)x$(BPE)y and by 0.03 Å
for res$(BPE)x$(BPA)y upon heating (Table S24†). The TE coefcients along X2 are slightly smaller for res$(BPE)x$(BPA)y,
which correlates to the smaller changes in interaction
distances.
The largest and tunable diﬀerence in TE occurred along X3,
which lies along the direction of molecular pedal motion (Table
2 and Fig. 3a). The TE coeﬃcients along X3 are all ‘colossal’,
ranging from 112 to 140 MK1, but there are key diﬀerences
between samples (Fig. 4a). The diﬀerence in these TE values
correlates with the tendency of the bridge group to undergo
molecular pedal motion, and the amount of motion-capable
molecule within each mixed cocrystal.
Mixed cocrystals yielding the largest expansion along X3
contain large ratios of motion-capable molecules and smaller
ratios of BPA. The TE coeﬃcients are 140 MK1 for
res$(AP)0.75$(BPA)0.25 and 131 MK1 for res$(BPE)0.75$(BPA)0.25.
Less expansion occurs along X3 in mixed cocrystals containing

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020

(3)
(4)
(1)
(3)
(2)
(2)
(4)
(3)
(3)

75% or 50% BPA, which is unable to undergo pedal motion.
Specically, the TE coeﬃcients are 110 and 114 MK1 for
res$(AP)0.25$(BPA)0.75 and res$(BPE)0.25$(BPA)0.75, respectively.
The formation of mixed cocrystals with both motion-capable
molecules, AP and BPE, removes BPA and should yield larger
TE along X3. Indeed, the TE coeﬃcients increase gradually from
127 to 132 to 136 MK1 as the amount of AP is increased from
25% to 50% to 75%.
Taking standard deviations into account, there is a small
overlap in the expansion along X3 when smaller amounts of
motion-capable molecules are used for res$(AP)x$(BPA)y (Table
2). The most signicant diﬀerences appear in mixed cocrystals
when high percentages of motion-capable molecules are
incorporated. Although BPA cannot undergo pedal motion, it
can still contribute to TE in the solids along X3, primarily
through changes in p–p stacking distances as a function of
temperature. In the case of mixed cocrystals containing two
motion-capable groups, there is also overlap in the expansion

Fig. 4 Variation in (a) TE coeﬃcient along X3 and (b) volumetric TE
coeﬃcient as a function of the amount of motion-capable molecule
within the mixed cocrystals. For res$(AP)x$(BPE)y, the motion-capable
group (plotted along the x-axis) refers to AP.
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values along X3 when standard deviations are considered. This
is likely due to the fact that both molecules can undergo motion
in the solid and similar degrees of motion were observed in all
three mixed cocrystals (Fig. 2c). Thus, the TE behavior along X3
can be tuned most readily by controlling the amount of motioncapable or -incapable molecules in the mixed cocrystals.
The supramolecular interactions contributing to the colossal
expansion along X3 include primarily weak p–p stacking forces
within and between assemblies (Fig. 3a). The p–p stacking
distances within the four-component assemblies increase by ca.
0.04–0.05 Å in each mixed cocrystal upon heating, with
res$(AP)0.75$(BPA)0.25 undergoing the most signicant change
(Table S25†). The p–p stacking distances between hydrogenbonded assemblies also increase by ca. 0.04–0.05 Å upon heating. The occurrence of motion could also weaken intermolecular interaction strengths, allowing more expansion to occur
along that direction.
The volumetric TE coeﬃcient for each mixed cocrystal is
‘colossal’ and ranges from 177 to 210 MK1 (Table 2 and
Fig. 4b). The volume of each mixed cocrystal increases linearly
upon warming (Fig. S19–S27†), and the volumetric expansion
coeﬃcients are largest for mixed cocrystals containing higher
ratios of motion-capable molecules. The volumetric TE coeﬃcients are consistently larger when the solid contains two
motion-capable molecules, i.e. res$(AP)x$(BPE)y.
We also investigated the changes in the unit cell parameters
at higher temperature data sets (290–250 K) versus lower
temperature data sets (230–190 K, Tables S1–S18†) to
determine if the TE diﬀers due to diﬀerent percentages of
the motion-capable groups. For three of the mixed
cocrystals, res$(AP)0.50$(BPA)0.50, res$(AP)0.25$(BPA)0.75, and
res$(BPE)0.25$(BPA)0.75, there is less TE at lower temperatures
(230–190 K). These systems feature lower percentages of
motion-capable groups and higher percentages of motionincapable BPA. Less TE at lower temperatures in these
systems is in good agreement with our overall observations that
higher percentages of motion-capable molecules aﬀord larger
PTE.
Saha and co-workers recently reported the inuence of
molecular width on TE.14 In particular, they observed that the
smallest TE occurred along the direction of greatest molecular
width. Treating the four-component hydrogen-bonded assembly
in each mixed cocrystal as a rigid unit, the longest molecular
width is the assembly including the O–H/N hydrogen bonds
(Fig. 3a), which undergoes the smallest TE. In contrast, the
greatest TE occurs along the p-stacked bipyridine layers, which
correlates to pedal motion and represents shortest molecular
width. These widths also correlate with the interaction strengths.
Along the assembly width, stronger O–H/N hydrogen bonds
dominate, while along the p-stacked direction, weaker p–p
interactions dominate. Thus, the strength of interactions within
a given width correlates to the degree of expansion.

Conclusion
In summary, we have demonstrated the ability to tune TE
behaviours in organic materials by using a mixed cocrystal
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approach and integrating motion-capable or -incapable molecules. Incorporation of larger ratios of motion-capable molecules in the solids aﬀords more signicant PTE along the
motion direction. Addition of a motion-incapable molecule,
BPA, yields less TE in the solids. Mixed cocrystals oﬀer a novel
strategy for controlling TE behavior in organic solids, and this
approach is applicable to both organic and metal–organic
materials.
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